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Proposal Description
Currently the scheduling for the delivery of bunkers is done
manually, which is not only inefficient, but can be
unproductive should an inexperienced scheduler be
assigned. Ocean Freight Exchange has developed a webbased scheduler system, which takes in all relevant data to
produce an optimal schedule for a fleet of bunker tankers.
This saves both time and revenue. The system is intelligent
enough to advise which delivery requests to accept, which
orders to pass on and which ones can be considered if
another tanker were added to the fleet. This system
reduces errors of manual data entry, while simultaneously
enabling secured data flow.
SkyLab’s in-house developed data transport accelerator
platform (STATM) is able to overcome current limitations
of satellite communications whilst at sea in the provision of
real-time monitoring and management of plant, equipment,
crew’s health, systems and communications. This will
empower the large-scale adoption of Industrial IoT in the
maritime sector.
Using data securely ingested by SkyLab’s Multi-Access
Edge Computing and processed by its Data Logistics
Platforms, shipping companies will gain actionable insights
into the state of their ships and crew, whilst ports can
leverage on this data to provide timely and value-added
services when ships call. Shipping lines will reap
operational efficiencies and monetary benefits from faster
turnaround at ports of call too.
Singapore is the world’s top bunkering hub, with over
40,700 vessels being refuelled in 2017. Bunker operators
need to effectively schedule their bunker fleet, and typically
this is done manually. CLARITECS is a maritime solutions
company that has developed BunkerMaestro, a SaaS
platform based on maritime expertise and AI algorithms
that provides decision-makers in shipping operations with
scheduling clarity. This reduces unproductive waiting time
for vessels requiring refuelling. BunkerMaestro also
provides a Mass Flowmeter bunker data analysis plug-in
tool for further diagnostics of bunkering data. To date, 8
operators have volunteered to pilot this project with
CLARITECS under the PIER71 programme.

